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About This Game

A train driver named Thomas is trying to deliver gold cargo on his train, passing through throngs of enemies on the way. He
must remain alive because his loving wife and little daughter are waiting for him at home.

Your goal is to help Thomas reach his destination safely while retaining as many train cars full of gold as possible. To do this,
you will need to buy new trains, build defense towers, and utilize the train's superpowers. You will have limited resources and

time. Apply strategic thinking, and help Thomas get home!
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To accomplish the assigned task, you need to earn money for new trains. Just look how powerful and shiny they are! They look
even lovelier in the game!

You can shoot a torrent of arrows, create a black hole, deliver a huge kick to the train to speed it up! And this is just the
beginning. You can also throw a lightning bolt, summon a meteorite, drop a nuclear bomb or issue an order to destroy the enemy

with an orbital beam! You have 20 abilities in all. See this with your own eyes!
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Locations of unique nature - from impenetrable forests to sand deserts.

Along the way, you will encounter various enemies - Orcs, Ogres, and even Shamans. The towers will help you fight them.
There is a flare gun, a laser, a machine gun, a bolt thrower, and even Divine Retribution. You can't even imagine the magnitude

of this power! Download and see for yourself!

Our Train Tower Defense is unique and unparalleled. Download it and see for yourself!
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Title: Train Defense
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WildLabs
Publisher:
WildLabs
Release Date: July 2018
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